Update on the Washington Redskins Cheerleader crippled for life after being vaccinated!
This is an update on Desiree Jennings. This poor woman was crippled with a neurological disorder after taking a
vaccine, which is poisonous and contains mercury, squalene and other chemical toxins harmful to the body and
nervous system among other dangerous substances that are in them. Research into the ingredients of what is
inside a vaccine and DO NOT foolishly put something into your body when you do not even know what's in it or
what it can do to you.

News Flash
Flu Shot Victim Desiree Jennings is on her way to better health now after being diagnosed with an “untreatable”
Neurological Disorder.
Jennings has made progress as a result of treatment provided by Dr. Rashid Buttar in LA with the aid of
Generation Rescue, the charity that helped Jenny McCarthy’s son recover from autism after a vaccine. Jenny
McCarthy and her partner, movie star, Jim Carey are both big supporters of generation rescue.
The Robert Scott Bell Show was first to break the story of the treating doctor and resulting success in reversing
a supposedly incurable neurological adverse event reaction. This dramatic healing could serve to weaken the
grip of the authoritarian naysayers within the medical industrial complex when it comes to vaccine injuries and
the recovery of patients so injured.
Robert Scott Bell interviews treating physician Dr. Rashid Buttar about Desiree Jennings’s medical condition
and chelation therapy treatment, including his concern that certain pharmaceutical interest groups will attack
them because of the possibility that this dramatic healing might weaken those in favour of mandatory
vaccinations.
Will Desiree Jennings be the shot heard round the world?

Listen to the interview with Dr. Rashid Buttar.
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“Doctor treating flu shot patient could lose license.”

The saga that is Desiree Jennings’s flu shot-induced neurological impairment
(Dystonia) continues. In the initial interview that broke the story, Robert Scott
Bell predicted that the pharmaceutically-conflicted government/media
complex would seek to attack those claiming or promoting methods of
healing that do not fit nicely into a prescription drug pill bottle.

Sure enough, following The Robert Scott Bell Show podcast, the first big-media headline was: “Doctor treating
flu shot patient could lose license.” Read more...

Latest Update from Desiree Jennings
Please keep up to date with her recover at her own website!

